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I. Preface
The 2015 program review of the College of Agriculture, Forestry, and Natural Resource
Management (CAFNRM) is the first completed review of the College since 2002. The
review process that was started in 2010 was subsequently aborted although a considerable
amount of materials had already been compiled. The 2002 review was preceded by the
1993 review. All of the completed reviews included internal and external reviews and a
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between the College and the UH-Hilo
Administration to improve the College.

The release of this (2015) review was unilaterally delayed by the Review Committee
Chairman in an effort to draw attention to the inadequacies of the Program Review
Process at UH-Hilo, nay worse, the wasting of considerable College manpower resources
to enable the UH-Hilo administration to check off a box on the WASC accreditation
checklist. The three completed and one aborted review read almost identically. None of
the major problems nor proposed solutions have changed in over 23 years. Although the
College has met, in large part, its commitments in the MOUs, the administration has used
the lack of funds and the revolving doors in the offices of the Chancellor and Vice
Chancellor for Academic Affairs to almost totally abrogate its signed commitments to the
College.
The optimists in the College hope that this review will improve the College’s abilities to
meet its responsibilities regarding agriculture. The pessimists (realists?) say actions
speak louder than words. Even though the State and University system proclaim that
they support agriculture, the continuing reduction in resources allocated to agriculture
and the refusal to make the hard decisions needed for an efficient and viable agriculture
program throughout the University say otherwise. Hopefully, the next 5 years will
provide evidence of towards program goals that have languished for decades so that we
can attain a world-class program in the applied agricultural sciences and natural resources
management. 千萬別屏住呼吸!
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II. CAFNRM’s Mission
Hawaii Act 191 (1974), which lead to the creation of CAFNRM, stated that the role of
the university in agricultural research, education, and development should be more
clearly defined to reflect local and industry problems and needs; that this could be best
accomplished by establishing a program of tropical agriculture at the University of
Hawaii-Hilo and offering a four-year baccalaureate program designed to meet these
needs; that the program should specialize in industry-related research, and be responsive
to the needs of the agricultural community on Hawaii. According to the 1994 program
review, the original plans of the Board of Regents called for the College to provide a
high-quality undergraduate instruction program, emphasizing a balance between theory
and practical, technology-based agricultural education for careers in agriculture or further
graduate study. The College was given a secondary role of providing applied agricultural
research and services toward solution of problems faced by clients of the College (but
any significant action in this area has been blocked by UH-Manoa’s College of Tropical
Agriculture and Human Resources (CTAHR) refusal to share Land Grant funds even
though the College has been deemed eligible to receive Land Grant funds (see Appendix
1 for a detailed history of the college through 1999 and its Land Grant status).
Subsequent legislative action expanded the College’s focus from tropical agriculture to
include aquaculture in 1988 and forestry and natural resource management in 1998 (but
no funding for the latter). Coastal resources were formally added when the Pacific
Aquaculture & Coastal Resources Center (PACRC) was created by the Board of Regents
(BOR) in 2007. The nascent engineering program was moved into the College in 2014
and the planning process to development an aviation science program in the College was
funded by the legislature and is in the lengthy approval process. Whether they will
actually come to fruition is unknown. Reorganization of UHH is on-going and may lead
to other departments joining CAFNRM or CAFNRM being swallowed by another unit.
Lastly, there is considerable high level interest in CAFNRM formally joining efforts with
CTAHR. The extent of those efforts is to be determined. Thus, although we know our
basic mission is to provide a high-quality hands-on education and applied research in
agriculture, the mission needs to be reexamined.
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III. Executive Summary
CAFNRM’s has seen severe cuts in resources over many years. Despite the best efforts
of our dedicated faculty and staff, resources reductions have made our farm and
laboratories, which were the key to quality practical “hands-on” learning, a pale shadow
of what they used to be. Over 1/3 of the College’s core positions have been lost or are
unfilled. None of our senior administrative positions have a permanent appointee. New
programs have been added without adequate funding and when funding is obtained from
the legislature or other external sources for those programs, it is pilfered by the
Administration (e.g., engineering and PACRC have suffered from this). The
Administration is madly grasping at anything to make up for the shortfalls in funding
with its current focus on increasing enrollment to collect tuition dollars. But that is
doomed to failure as the majority of our students come from Hawaii and in-state tuition
does not cover the cost of operations. T his intense focus on student numbers ignores the
essential needs of society for (a limited number) of educated farmers. It also plays into
the hands of some faculty who use course cancellation (because of small class size) as a
means to get “release time”. Cancelling low-enrolled upper division classes leads to
student discontent, lessening enrollment, further cancellations – round and round as we
spiral down the toilet.
Results of prior program review
A primary purpose of a program review is to develop a MOU in which the College and
Administration agree upon actions which will improve the College. But a review of the
progress in completing the 2003 MOU (Appendix 2) by the UHH Administration and the
College does not lead to any confidence in the process.
2003 MOU Progress
Administration
Actions
Completed
8%
Partial completion
0%
Minimal progress
46%
No progress
46%
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CAFNRM
62%
15%
15%
8%

The only conclusion that can be made is that, while the review process was taken
seriously by the College, the Administration probably sees the review process primarily
as a means to check a box on the accreditation checklist. The College is not of any real
importance to them. That view has been confirmed by a Vice Chancellor who have said
the disappearance of the College would have minimal impact on UH-Hilo.

Trends in agricultural education
Higher education in agriculture is the same stresses facing all of public higher education
(demographic trends, increasing costs, and decreases in State funding). So it is not
surprising that enrollments in 140 agriculture schools is relatively constant or declining
slightly (Appendix 3).
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Agriculture is a victim of its own success. Food is cheap and widely available. As the
industry has become so efficient, fewer farmers are needed and the perceived value of an
agriculture degree decreases. Kiplinger Magazine now ranks Animal Science as #3 on its
list of “Worst College Majors for Your Career” while Horticulture is #2. This, in
combination with the biophysical and economic economic constraints facing farmers in
East Hawaii, does not encourage enrollment in production agriculture. The decrease in
government support of agriculture education is leading to program consolidation,
particularly at the small schools. That may change over the next 20 years if booming
population and climate change impacts leads to food shortages.
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The National Academies have stated that “agricultural education requires a much more
dynamic approach to the curriculum and teaching than most academic institutions have
developed, as well as an increased sensitivity to the changing nature of the student body”
(Appendix 3). They recommend implementation of the nine steps “to better enable
agricultural education programs to meet the needs of students, employers, and the broader
society. If institutions of higher learning do not address the changes needed, they risk
becoming irrelevant. Without significant action, graduates of these programs will have
difficulty keeping up with the changing needs of society and building stable careers, and
the nation will miss its opportunity for leadership in addressing the global challenges
related to food and agriculture.” The steps are:
1. Implement strategic planning
2. Broaden treatment of agriculture in the overall curriculum
3. Broaden the student experience
4. Prepare faculty to teach effectively
5. Reward exemplary teaching
6. Start early
7. Build stronger connections among institutions
8. Build strategic partnerships
9. Focus review of undergraduate programs in agriculture
The National Academies’ recommendations, echoed in many respects in the 2013 Hawaii
Agricultural Skill Panel report (also in Appendix 3), provide direction if the University
and State truly want to support agriculture. Otherwise, “Hawaii will continue its spiral
into occult agricultural dogma and risky production decisions based largely on the UFOs
(unverified field observations) of well-intentioned, charismatic, counter-culture ag
leaders”.

Organization, Facilities and Personnel
CAFNRM is a small organization consisting of the Dean’s Office, the Farm, teaching
faculty, and the Pacific Aquaculture and Coastal Resources Center (PACRC) which
contained the Pacific Internship Program in Environmental Sciences (PIPES) and the
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Hawaii Cooperative Studies Unit (HCSU) through 2012. PIPES and HCSU were
transferred to the Chancellor’s Office in 2013.
CAFNRM’s facilities consist of a combination classroom/laboratory building
constructed 34 years ago; a handful of offices in the adjacent building; the 100+ acre
University farm in Panaewa; and PACRC which has a 12 acre facility next to Hilo Bay
and 8 acres of the University farm.

Aerial view of PACRC facility at Keaukaha.

These facilities are essential to hands-on agricultural education and contribute to
education in other fields, particularly Tropical Conservation Biology and
Environmental Science (TCBES) and Marine Science. They also enhance the
College’s effort community development and research. But all of the facilities, with
the exception of PACRC which became operational in 2005, are decades old and are
in need of renovation. Even PACRC is facing problems because, like most
government projects constructed by the lowest builder, when the warranty period
is long over, the equipment and cheap materials are failing. Unfortunately, this
deterioration is accelerated in the PACRC’s harsh coastal environment. All of this
contributes to the high cost of operating the College.
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CAFNRM’s core faculty and support staff have been gutted since the last review.
Approximately 20 positions still remain but the following positions have been swept
or are filled temporarily by other faculty and staff (which leaves their original
positions “vacant”):


Dean of the College (filled temporarily by a faculty member
who is also managing the UH-Hilo Research Office)



Office Assistant



Clerk



Horticulture faculty (1)



Agricultural Economics faculty (1)



Animal Science faculty (1)



PACRC Director (filled temporarily by a faculty member)



PACRC Associate Director



Farm Manager



Animal Science Technician

Most student help at the farm has been eliminated and approximately 50% of the faculty
and staff are nearing retirement and there is no guarantee that their positions will stay in
the College. In fact, just the opposite is anticipated as the VCAA frequently repeats that
vacated positions “belong” to the Administration and will be used as they deem best. If
the College loses 5 to 7 core agriculture positions, it will not be able to meet its mission.
Morale is very poor –
 from the clerical staff whose overtime is being limited as the Administration tries
to balance the budget on the backs of our lowest paid employees;
 to the faculty that are trying to maintain a quality program for students when
supplies are inadequate and facilities 10+ years out-of-date;
 to the interim Dean who has indicated that he feels like General Wainwright
when, during World War II, Macarthur gave him responsibility to hold Corregidor
(an island in Manila Bay, Philippines) and then did not provide the reinforcement
or supplies.
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Enrollment Trends
CAFNRM enrollment peaked in 2012 to 2013 between 190 and 200 students before
dropping back to a more typical level around 150 students.

CAFNRM Fall Student Enrollment
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The College usually graduates 25 – 30 students per year in a number of specializations.
Native Hawaiian students comprise 15% to over 30% of those graduates.
Degrees Awarded B.S. in Agriculture, All Specialties

Year

Number of
graduates/degrees
earned

Percent of
Majors
Graduating

Number
of Native
Hawaiian
graduates

Number of
Certificates
awarded

2005-06

25

17.1%

6

0

2006-07

33

20.1%

7

0

2007-08

25

17.7%

3

11

2008-09

28

19.9%

5

9

2009-10

17

11.5%

4

5

2010-11

32

18.8%

12

7

2011-12

26

14.4%

4

12

2012-13

31

16.2%

10

6

10
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Overview of faculty productivity
Instruction – CAFNRM uses its highly-experienced tenure/tenure-track faculty to teach
over 80% of its courses. In some years, all courses are taught by tenure/tenure-track
faculty. Full teaching load is considered 9 semester hours per semester. This load is
difficult for faculty who maintain active research and outreach programs. Since 2008,
the number of student semester hours generated has increased from 1,227 to 1,776 in
2012-13 (an increase of 45%). Over 70% of that SSH is for our own majors. The faculty
has embraced its responsibility to teach General Education courses (about ¼ of the SSH)
and Writing Intensive courses (now about 15% of the SSH). The average class size is
about 15 students and the Student-Faculty ratio is about 13. In addition to teaching
undergraduate courses, 8 CAFNRM faculty members are actively involved in the TCBES
masters program. CAFNRM has had higher average overall teaching ratings than the
Total Campus in 13 of the last 14 regular semesters for which ratings are available .
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Teaching Quality - Student Response to Query
Overall, how would you evaluate this course? (max = 4.00)
Semester

Year

CAFNRM

Total Campus

Fall

2008

3.52

3.50

Spring

2009

3.68

3.57

Fall

2009

3.68

3.49

Spring

2010

3.71

3.50

Fall

2010

3.58

3.52

Spring

2011

3.63

3.52

Fall

2011

3.67

3.54

Spring

2012

3.65

3.55

Fall

2012

3.66

3.57

Spring

2013

3.61

3.59

Fall

2013

3.48

3.53

Spring

2014

3.58

3.53

Fall

2014

3.62

3.52

Spring

2015

3.65

3.56

Research – Traditionally, CAFNRM, like most of UH-Hilo, has stressed instruction and
a liberal education instead of research. The relative importance of research has been a
major cause of internecine “battles” within the college. That being said, research has
become of greater importance for some in the College, particularly when facilities were
developed and “split R&D / teaching” appointments allowed (e.g., in PACRC /
Aquaculture). During the period 2003 to 2015, CAFNRM faculty published average of
1.2 peer-reviewed publication per faculty member per year (excluding time serving as
administrators). Productivity by program ranged from 0.65 peer-reviewed publications
per Animal Science faculty member per year to 1.5 for Aquaculture faculty.
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FacultyPublications, 2003-2015
Faculty
Member

Program

Years of
Service*

Arancon

Peer-Reviewed

Publications
per year
Chapters

Invited
Abstracts

Papers

Books

Plants

8

12

3

11

3.3

Cleveland

Animal Science

13

4

0

0

0.3

Eiben

General Ag

3

2

0

0

0.7

Garcia-Ortega PACRC

5

4

0

4

1.6

Haws

PACRC

11

10

0

0

0.9

Hopkins

PACRC

3

6

0

0

2.0

Li

General Ag

10

19

0

1

2.0

Lu

Animal Science

13

13

0

2

1.2

15

Mathews

General Ag

8

22

0

2

3.0

35

Sakai

Plants

13

7

0

0

0.5

Shintaku

General Ag

13

4

0

0

0.3

Sung

Engineering

2

2

0

0

1.0

Tanabe

Plants

13

2

0

0

0.2

Tsang

General Ag

13

8

0

0

0.6

10

0
0.0
0
0
13
----------------* Years of service adjusted for time as
administrator
- Haws--------(2 yrs), Hopkins (10 yrs), Mathews (4 yrs)
---------------------------** Papers authored by HCSU staff not -included Tsutsumi

General Ag

***
Most data on Invited Abstracts was not available
Total
115

3

20

60

The Aquaculture faculty’s research productivity was highest because of new facilities
(PACRC became operational in 2005) and one of its faculty members had a split
appointment. Research in animal science was, and still is, severely limited by the lack of
state-of-the-art research facilities that meet IACUC (animal care) standards. As the
engineering program has just started, its publication has not yet had a chance to take off.
Individual faculty publication records can be found in their resumes (Appendix 7).
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Service to the University All CAFNRM faculty spend a considerable amount of time providing service to the
University. As the College Faculty Senate is a Senate of the whole, all CAFNRM faculty
are members. Committee and officer duties are rotated through the faculty. Most
University-wide committees have representation from each College but that
representation is, in many cases, not proportional to faculty numbers (particularly if the
committee is a “work” committee versus a “policy” committee). So the University-wide
committee workload is up to 10 times greater per faculty member in the small colleges
vis-à-vis CAS. See Appendix 7 for details of University service. Highlights include:
 Student advising
 CAFNRM Faculty Senate - Members, Committee Chairs, & Officers
 UH-Hilo Congress - Members, Committee Chairs, & Officers
 UH-Hilo Long Range Budget Committee – Members
 UH-Hilo Search Committees – Chairs and members
 UH-Hilo Curriculum Committees
Service to the Community
CAFNRM has provided a very large and varied array of services to the community
(locally, statewide, nationally, and internationally). But its allocation of G-funds for
those efforts has been restricted to the summer as almost all CAFNRM faculty have full
teaching loads during the Fall and Spring semesters. But that is not understood by most
people (including legislators). They think that CAFNRM faculty members should be
providing extension/outreach services year-round as CTAHR faculty do. So CAFNRM
has had to find alternate means to fund year-round extension/outreach. It has done
through millions of dollars in external funds (mostly through PACRC) and voluntary
service by faculty. Highlights of this service include:
 Joint State-wide extension services with University of Hawaii Sea Grant Program
 Aquafish Collaborative Research Support Program (USAID)
 Tsunami rehabilitation in Thailand (USAID)
 Aquaculture extension services in U.S.-affiliated Pacific Islands (USDA)
14

 Development of bivalve industry in Hawaii (NOAA)
 Pacific Integrated Ocean Observing Systems – PacIOOS (Sea Grant)
 Sustainable Coastal Communities and Ecosystems Program (USAID)
 Pacific Internship Programs for Exploring Science (PIPES) – through 2012
 Hawaii Cooperative Studies Unit – through 2012
 Training and technical services for local farmers
 International symposia – Organizers, Judges of student presentations, Editors of
proceedings
 Science fairs – Judges
 Technical journals – Editors and Reviewers
 Funding agencies – Reviewers of proposals
 Professional societies – Members, Committee Chairs, & Officers
Awards & Recognitions
CAFNRM faculty have been recipients of many awards and recognitions for the work
during the period 2003 to 2015. Details are in their resumes, highlights follow:
 Chancellor’s Special recognition Award (2013)
 2010 Governor’s Award as member of “Quarantine First Responders Team”
 President, United States Aquaculture Society
 Outstanding Science & Engineering mentor Awards, 2007 District Science Fair
 Honorary Visiting Professor, Sechun Agricultural University, China,
2013-2015
 Science Direct Top 25 Hottest Articles 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010,
2011
 Professor Honorario, Universidad Nacional Autonoma de Mexico, 2008
 Award of Honor, 9th International Conference on Goats, Queretaro,
Mexico, 2008
 Medal of Honor for Academic Achievement, Universidad Autonoma de
Zacatecas, Mexico, 2007
 President, Hawaiian Entomological Society
15

Grants, Contracts and Other External Funding
CAFNRM has been very successful in obtaining resources from external resources – a
total of $52,497,072 during the period 2003-2015. Allocation of those funds

to

individual programs is somewhat difficult as the Research Office allocates the amounts
only to P.I.s and Co-P.I.s. CAFRNM faculty who collaborate in obtaining project funds
but are not involved in funds management receive no credit. That being said,

the

numbers are indicative of the relative success of each program in obtaining external
funds. The amounts include $11.75 million of contributions including land, buildings,
and construction costs for PACRC; PIPES & HCSU contracts and grants; and
contributions through the UH Foundation (Appendix 6).

Summary of external resources obtained by CAFNRM faculty & affiliated
administrators.
Program

No. of Proposals

General Agriculture
Animal Science
PACRC
Plant Sciences
Engineering

67
3
251
19
3
-------CAFNRM total
343
* Engineering is a new program

Number Awards
81
1
351
17
0
-------450

Amount
$5,546,228
$13,365
$41,938,787
$4,104,433
$0
---------------$51,602,813

Critical Deficiencies Facing the College
The most critical issue facing the College is rejuvenation of the core hands-on agriculture
teaching program followed by developing our mandated (by the legislature)
responsibilities in Natural Resource Management.As the public is going to continue to
have expectations that CAFNRM has extension/outreach responsibilities, those efforts
should also be strengthen. Many of the following deficiencies could be met if the swept
positions and budget reductions made to the CAFNRM over the last decade were
16

restored. But that is unlikely to be provided by UH-Hilo Administration, so creative
measures such as collaboration/merger with CTAHR will be necessary (as has been noted
by all of the external reviewers for over 20 years)
 Faculty Deficiencies
o Animal health specialist (veterinarian)
o Agricultural biogeochemist (recycling of wastes as nutrient source)
o Resource economist
o Field crop specialist
o PACRC Associate Director (to manage the physical facility)
o All impending retirement should be replaced
 Staff Deficiencies
o Second clerical position in the College
o Farm manager
o Embedded student advisor
 Administration –
o Dean
o PACRC Director
 Operating budget – restore to pre-2005 levels.
 New facilities – Access to farm land with soil for cropping and productive
pastures

Commitment to Diversity The ethnic diversity of CAFNRM’s faculty reflects the community in which we live:
 Caucasian

33%

 Japanese

27%

 Chinese

27%

 Filipino

7%

 Hispanic

7%

Gender diversity of 87% male, the 13% of women is of concern but generally
reflects the gender distribution of the pool of agriculture scientists.
17

IV.Program Description
Organization
CAFNRM was authorized by Hawaii Act 191 (1974) which stated that the role of the
university in agricultural research, education, and development should be more clearly
defined to reflect local and industry problems and needs; that this could be best
accomplished by establishing a program of tropical agriculture at the University of
Hawaii-Hilo and offering a four-year baccalaureate program designed to meet these
needs; that the program should specialize in industry-related research, and be responsive
to the needs of the agricultural community on Hawaii. According to the 1994 program
review, the original plans of the Board of Regents called for the College to provide a
high-quality undergraduate instruction program, emphasizing a balance between theory
and practical, technology-based agricultural education for careers in agriculture or further
graduate study. The College was given a secondary role of providing applied agricultural
research and services toward solution of problems faced by clients of the College (but
any significant action in this area has been blocked by CTAHR refusal to share Land
Grant funds - see Appendix 1).
Subsequent legislative action expanded the College’s focus from tropical agriculture to
include aquaculture (1988) and forestry & natural resource management (1998). For
detailed history of the College through 1999 see Appendix 1. Coastal resources were
formally added when the Pacific Aquaculture & Coastal Resources Center (PACRC) was
created by the Board of Regents (BOR) in 2007. The nascent engineering program was
moved into the College in 2014 although whether it remains an engineering program or
transforms into an energy science or something else is unknown. The development of an
aviation science program to be housed in the College has been funded by the legislature
and is in the lengthy approval process. Whether it will survive that process is also
unknown.
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The functional organization of CAFNRM is shown below:

Dean's Office
PACRC

Teaching Faculty

Farm

Aquaculture &
Coastal
Resources
HCSU (through
2012)
PIPES (through
2012)

The official organizational structure follows:

ACAD EMIC AFFAIRS
VICE CHAl'llCELLOR, #89319

COLLEGE OF AGRl'CULTURE,
FORESTRY AND NA URAL
I

RESOURCE.MAJNAGEMENT
DEAN. #89096

I

I SECRETARY Ill,,SR16, #26665 1~ HCLERKTYPIST Ill, SR10, #40306

I

@

CLERK TYHST 111:,. SROa, #45476

I
AG RES TECH VI, SR 18, #323 6

AG RES TECH IV, SR14, #340·36
1

I

1

PACIFIC AQUACULTURE &

INSTRUCTIONAL POS'ITIONS
(14.00 FTE)

COASTAL RESOURCES CENTER
DIRECTOR, #96602F"'@
SECRETARY, #96101.F@

EDUCATIONAL SP, PBB, #81161

RESEARCH ASSOC, PBA,. #78.254
RESEARCH ASSOC, PBA,
#81093 (0.25 FfE)

FUt l-TIME:

ns11

Pen:ling E.stab 1stment

77318
84071

82298

82684

ASSOC DIRECTOR, #00603F•@

83716

84320

84476

84766
85809·

84767
86381

84768

84867

EDUCATIONAL SP, PBA, #78419
EDUCATIONAL SP, PBA, #78420
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Prior to its transfer to the Chancellor’s Office in 2013, PIPES was part of PACRC. It
operates as an umbrella program for three internship opportunities:
 Research Experience for Undergraduates (REU) - a National Science Foundation
(NSF) funded internship program focused on tropical ecology, evolution, climate
change, and natural resources management
 University of Hawaii Hawaiian Internship Program (UHHIP - developed in 1997
to connect undergraduates who are kama’aina, especially those of Native
Hawaiian ancestry, to internship opportunities with agencies and organizations
responsible for research, management, and education relating to environmental
issues in Hawaii and the Pacific region.
 Micronesia and American Samoa Student Internship Program (MASSIP) - a
summer internship program for undergraduates from the U.S.-affiliated Pacific
islands to encourage them to explore environmentally related careers
The Hawaiʻi Cooperative Studies Unit (HCSU) was located within the PACRC until
2013 HCSU administers a cooperative research program between the Pacific Island
Ecosystems Research Center (PIERC) of the US Geological Survey and the University of
Hawaiʻi at Hilo (UH Hilo). UH-Hilo administers the project funds including hiring all
non-federal staff. Technical P.I.s are typically federal employees. HCSU research
projects located in Hawaiʻi and the US-affiliated Pacific focus on the ecological,
environmental and sociocultural management of natural and cultural areas and other
components of Department of the Interior agencies (including National Park Service and
US Fish and Wildlife Service), other natural areas in Hawaiʻi and other similar areas in
the region. The transfer of PIPES and HCSU greatly reduced the College’s efforts in
Natural Resource Management.
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Facilities
CAFNRM’s facilities consist of a combination classroom/laboratory building constructed
34 years ago; a handful of offices in the adjacent building; the 100+ acre University farm
in Panaewa; and PACRC which has a 12 acre facility next to Hilo Bay and 8 acres of the
University farm. These facilities are essential to hands-on agricultural education and
contribute to education in other fields, particularly Tropical Conservation Biology and
Environmental Science (TCBES) and Marine Science. They also enhance the College’s
effort community development and research.

But all of the facilities, with the

exception of PACRC which became operational in 2005, are decades old and are in
need of renovation. Even PACRC is facing problems because, like most government
projects constructed by the lowest builder, when the warranty period is long over,
the equipment and cheap materials are failing. Unfortunately, this deterioration is
accelerated in the PACRC’s harsh coastal environment. All of this contributes to the
high cost of operating the College.

A major problem for the College has been lack of classroom and laboratory space.
Part of the reason is the inefficient use of space caused by the traditional combined
2 semester hours of lecture with 1 semester hour of laboratory. A few classes have
split the lab off to increase flexibility but tradition is sometime difficult to overcome.
If all labs were split and class rooms reconfigured (which costs money we don’t
have), space utilization would increase substantially (almost double).

Weekly Capacity - New Configuration
#
Room
# Lecture
Students
Hours
Number
AM & PM
17
24
101
32
102
16
201
16
203
16
Total semester hours

# Lab Periods Description
AM & PM

45
40
0
0
0
2360

0
2
20
20
20
1024
21

classroom
computer lab/classroom
teaching laboratory
teaching laboratory
teaching laboratory

CAFNRM Agricultural Farm Laboratory
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1. Manager's Home{3374A}
2. Oﬃces/bathrooms {3374B}
3. Machinery shed/tool room{3374I}
4. Media/pots building{3374H}
5. Matson storage containers(2)
6. Greenhouse #1
7. Greenhouse #2 {3374D}
8. Pesticides storage {3374M}
9. Orchid shadehouse
10. Pavillion
11. Shadehouse
12. Poultry/storage *
13. HCC poultry*
14. Swine handling*
15. Swine Building
15A. Swine waste lagoon and cesspool * {3374C}
16. HCCcrop shelter{3374F}
17.Hydroponics {3374G}
18. Vegetable pack shed {3374J}
19. Aquaculture **
20. Aqua pond-houses (2)**
21. Plant indexing (2)**{3374E}
22. Cattle AI Barn{3374K}
23. Sheep & Goat handling barn{3374L}
24. Shadehouse #2 {3374N}
25. Horse arena
26. Horse facility {3374P}
27. Equestrians Arena {3374Q}
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PACRC’s Coastal Facility adjacent to the Port of Hilo

PACRC operates two field sites on the Big Island—a coastal site (Keaukaha) adjacent to
the Port of Hilo, and an inland site (Panaewa), six miles away. At Keaukaha, an old
wastewater treatment plant was converted into the physical core of the Center. The
initial focus at Keaukaha will be ornamental fish culture and the cultivation of pearl
oysters. The primary purpose of the Panaewa site is quarantine, health management
and integrated agriculture-aquaculture farming systems. Major components of the
Keaukaha facilty include internal roads, parking lots, a few offices, a water quality
laboratory, brackish and saltwater wells, and large greenhouse-like structures which
contain tanks. In Panaewa, a pathology labortory, quarantine facilities, a freshwater fish
hatchery, and several ponds are currently being constructed.
CAFNRM Financial Resources
CAFNRM receives general fund allocations from the University for salaries and
operations. Additionally, it receives some returned indirect costs and direct funding
from grants, contracts, and donations/contributions.
CAFNRM & PACRC- Summary of University Budget Allocations
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CAFNRM (excluding PACRC)

PACRC

Year
Salaries

Operations

2003-2004

$1,335,789

$182,717

2004-2005

$1,221,935

$182,000

2005-2006

$1,412,272

$214,000

2006-2007

$1,416,448

$229,000

2007-2008

$1,456,068

2008-2009

Salaries

Operations

$229,000

$77,916

$188,356

$1,551,435

$231,912

$114,577

$131,775

2009-2010

$1,553,874

$207,171

$198,744

$38,520

2010-2011

$1,506,646

$168,064

$222,270

$100,000

2011-2012

$1,574,906

$127,279

$226,774

$15,000

2012-2013

$1,524,119

$121,900

$226,818

$53,500

2013-2014

NA

$113,346

NA

NA

Notes:
University funds only, external funds not included.
Operations includes all regular and special allocations including work study.
PACRC had an annual legislative line item of $293K which was subsequently
subsumed into the general UH budget

The cost of instruction is estimated to be
Cost of Instruction
Year
Budget Allocation
2008-09
$1,835,923
2009-10
NA
$1,892,295
2010-11
2011-12
$1,875,412
2012-13
$1,766,158
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Cost/SSH
$713.53
NA
$617.19
$536.75
$500.19
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Survey of Agriculture Students in 2013 (184 responses)
1. Please briefly list what should be the priorities for improvement in the College of
Agriculture, Forestry, and Natural Resource Management (CAFNRM)?
 Opportunities for real-life work
6%
 Improve diversity of class offerings
6%
 Reduce classes on Saturday & time conflicts, etc
39%
 Improvement of facilities & supplies
23%
 Improve professors
4%
2. Please briefly list what CAFNRM does well.
 Hands-on, field trips, labs, etc
 Good faculty
 Good facilities

30%
25%
20%

3. Are you considering switching to a major other than one of the agricultural
specializations
offered in CAFNRM?
 No
74%
 Yes
8%
4. Are the University of Hawai'i at Hilo General Education (GE) requirements meeting
your expectations in terms of cultural literacy/awareness and overall preparation for
lifelong learning?
 Yes
52%
23%.
 No

Student Retention - According to the following report
Ramos, C. (chair), K. Harmon, P.Hart, T. Jalbert, B. Mathews, C. Lauer, J. Kunimot, and
F. Mishina. 2015 Report of the task force on advising or UH Hilo.
“When CAFNRM was able to have an embedded advisor from 2002 through 2004, it had
ist highest retention rates ever.”
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Summaries (by semester) of Student Course Evaluations are in Appendix 5. The key
question is “Overall, how would you evaluate this course?” CAFNRM does better
the the entire campus.

Teaching Quality - Student Response to Query
Overall, how would you evaluate this course? (max = 4.00)
Semester

Year

CAFNRM

Total Campus

Fall

2008

3.52

3.50

Spring

2009

3.68

3.57

Fall

2009

3.68

3.49

Spring

2010

3.71

3.50

Fall

2010

3.58

3.52

Spring

2011

3.63

3.52

Fall

2011

3.67

3.54

Spring

2012

3.65

3.55

Fall

2012

3.66

3.57

Spring

2013

3.61

3.59

Fall

2013

3.48

3.53

Spring

2014

3.58

3.53

Fall

2014

3.62

3.52

Spring

2015

3.65

3.56
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Proposed Learning Outcomes for UH-Hilo Bachelor of Science in
Agriculture
Learning Outcome 1: Acquire, integrate, and apply knowledge of science and
technology to managed agricultural systems
Goal 1. Use multiple sources, including current and older literature, to find, evaluate,
organize and manage information related to diverse agricultural systems.
Goal 2. Demonstrate competence with both laboratory and field-based techniques used in
modern agricultural systems.
Goal 3. Understand how global issues including climate change, energy use, chemical
use, water availability and food safety impact sustainability of agricultural systems.
Learning Outcome 2: Synthesize and demonstrate interdisciplinary knowledge and
competence in managing and improving crop and/or animal production systems
Goal 1. Apply concepts of biology, chemistry, nutrition, pest control, diseases, ecology
and genetics to manage and improve plants and (or) animal systems and their products
Goal 2. Anticipate and recognize problems and make recommendations for addressing
the problems using appropriate techniques and skills.
Goal 3. Develop, identify and employ best management practices that lead to sustainable
solutions and outcomes.
Goal 4. Apply principles of business, marketing and management to an agricultural
enterprise in developing the various components of a business plan.
Learning Outcome 3: Appreciate and communicate the diverse impacts of
agriculture on people
Goal 1: Communicate effectively with various audiences using oral, written, and visual
presentation skills, and contemporary networking/social media technologies.
Goal 2: Describe and assess the influence of crop and (or) animal production systems
and its management on environmental sustainability and restoration.
Learning Outcome 4: Demonstrate professionalism and proficiency in skills that
relate to agriculture
Goal 1: Demonstrate leadership and professionalism, and the ability to collaborate and
work in teams
Goal 2. Plan, engage, and learn from actions that demonstrate civic responsibility to
community and society.
Note: More specific goals for the different specialties will be listed in the class syllabi
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Examples of Scientific and Quantitative Reasoning Outcomes in
CAFNRM
AGEC 330 Farm Management
Outcomes
Ability to conduct economic and financial analyses for short and long term farm
business profitability, which include calculation of demand and income elasticity;
marginal cost and marginal revenue analysis; estimate economic potential of a
market through forecasting methods; calculate production costs, gross revenue,
profit, break-even unit and price, operating, cash flow and capital expenditure
budgets; and prepare balance sheets and profit and loss statements.
Measures
Students collect secondary data by performing various economic and financial
calculations to produce a farm business plan. Homework and exams include
questions that require financial calculations and estimates.
ANSC 321 Feeds & Feeding
Outcomes
Ability to calculate nutritional parameters such as nutrient digestibility, biological value,
nitrogenbalance,metabolizableenergy,netenergy,andtotaldigestiblenutrientsfor
nutritional assessment. Ability to formulate ration for various species in different
physiological stages in order to meet nutrient requirements for optimal productive
performance.
Measures
Hands on laboratories where students obtain raw data and perform the appropriate
calculations of 1) nutrient contents as-fed or dry-matter basis, 2) nutrient requirements
based on body weight, growth rate, lactation output, stage of pregnancy,and energy
expenditure, and3)rationformulationbasedonnutrientrequirementsandestimated
intake using Pearson's Squareorsolvingsimultaneous equations. Exams withembedded
questions where calculations of nutrient requirements, ration formulation as well as
nutritional parameters are performed.
ANSC 445 Animal Breeding and Genetics
Outcomes
Ability to calculate phenotypic& genotypic frequencies, gene frequencies, confidence
levelofdetectingcarriersires,expectedrateofgeneticchange,expectedprogeny
differences, percent hybrid vigor, and inbreeding coefficients.
Measures
In homework assignments students have the opportunity to calculate phenotypic and
genotypic frequencies, gene frequencies, confidence level of detecting carrier sires,
expected rate of genetic change, expected progeny differences, percent hybrid vigor,
and inbreeding coefficients.
Exams contain embedded questions where students calculate these parameters.
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AQUA 352 Culture of Fishes
Outcomes
Ability to evaluate the biological, technical and environmental aspects that affect the
success of the diverse methods applied in freshwater and marine fish culture.
Measures
Interpretation of tables and graphs with fish production variables under optimal
and sub-optimal conditions in exam questions and in-class exercises.

AQUA 425 Water Quality and Aquatic Productivity
Outcomes
Integration of knowledge in water chemistry and its relationship with relevant
environmental factors that affect aquatic productivity. Ability to develop a water
quality monitoring program, sample collection and determination of temperature,
salinity, pH, dissolved oxygen, ammonia and other relevant water quality
parameters determination in the field, data analysis and interpretation in the lab.
Measures
Interpretation of water quality variables provided in tables and graphs in exams and
description of their significance on aquatic plant and animal productivity.
Laboratory reports.
AQUA 466 Fisheries Science
Outcomes
Ability to use mathematical models to calculate break even curves, length at first
capture and other fisheries variables; ability to understand and differentiate
between the mathematical models used in the calculation of maximum sustainable
yields of exploited fish stocks and other important indexes for decision-making in
fisheries management.
Measures
Exercises in computer spreadsheets with tabulated raw data where equations are
solved and results graphed. Exams with questions where identification and
description of differences of model inputs and outputs are made.
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ENTO 374 - Insect Pest Control
Outcomes
Ability to accurately quantify the pest status of an insect on a crop through analysis
of control costs vs product yield and value, ability to properly calculate dilution and
application rates of pesticides, ability to estimate densities of insects via varieties of
sampling techniques, ability to judge the effectiveness of a pest management action
by comparing data of insect number and crop effects.
Measures
Laboratory written calculation assignments demonstrating steps of obtaining data
relating to identification and quantity of a pest, calculating differences between
treatments and estimates of damage, and applying the results to management
recommendations. Hands-on laboratory collection of data relating to numbers of
insects and damage to crops in a crop field setting. A homework assignment
calculating dilution rates and application rates of pesticides using real world
examples. A homework assignment showing calculations needed to estimate insect
population growth rates and sampling estimation of total insect density. A written
report and PowerPoint presentation detailing a literature review and thorough
understanding of a current crop pest in Hawaii and thoroughly describing a
management action already recommended and a theoretical new management
action supported with a scientific framework for assessment of the effectiveness of
the new management action. Exams will test ability to recall and use appropriate
calculations for pest management, and the ability to critically analyze pest
management recommendations for reliable outcomes.
FOR 202 Forestry & Natural Resources
Outcomes
Ability to conduct forest measurement including DBH, tree height, leaf area index,
mortality rate, growth rate and calculate stand volumes, etc.
Measures
Field laboratories for forest measurement and obtaining raw data to perform the
appropriate calculations of measured objectives. Exams with embedded questions
on techniques/tools used in Forestry.
HORT 264 Plant Propagation
Outcomes
Ability to quantify vegetative and seminal plant propagation responses
Measures
Technical lab reports, student presentations, and embedded exam questions where
propagation material responses are evaluated through visual ratings and calculation
of rooting rate, total % rooting, germination rate, and total % germination.
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HORT 303 Plant Tissue Culture, HORT, 304 Plant Tissue Culture
Acclimatization and HORT 450 Advanced Plant Tissue Culture
Outcomes
Ability to identify problems and provide remedial actions for the following
areas: contamination, oversterilzation, disinfectants, vitrification, undesirable
compounds, in vitro media related problems, rhizogenesis, caulogenesis, callus
development, bud dormancy, endogenous hormones, inorganic salts, carbon and
energy compounds, vitamins, amino acids, plant growth regulators, solidifying
compounds and gasexchange.
Measures
Hands on laboratories where students engage in empirical activities. Experience is
obtained in relation to collecting data, collating and summarizing data and writing
reports. Graph construction and power point presentations are also introduced
skills.
NRES 420 Hydrology and Watershed Management
Outcomes
Ability to delineate watersheds on a topographic map, to calculate watershed
capacity using precipitation and runoff data and to measure water quality including
nutrients, hardness, alkalinity, etc.
Measures
Hand on laboratories for watershed delineation and water quality measurements.
Students perform appropriate calculations for water quality measurements in their
lab reports. Exams with embedded questions on techniques/tools used in
watershed management and water quality control.
NRES 430 GIS Application in Natural Resource Management
Outcomes
Ability to use ArcView software in managing forests and natural resources. Students
can visualize, manage, and analyze GIS data.
Measures
Hand on laboratories for using GIS managing tools (ArcMap, Location Analytics,
Developer tools, etc.). Students perform appropriate geospatial processing analyses
in their lab reports. Exams with embedded questions on GIS techniques/tools used
in natural resource management.
SOIL 304 Tropical Soils
Outcomes
Abilitytocalculatesoiltexturalclass,effectivecationexchangecapacity, fertilizer
and soil amendment requirements per unit land area, etc.
Measures
Hands on laboratories where students obtain raw data and perform the appropriate
calculations for their lab reports. Exams with embedded questions where the
calculations are performed.
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CAFNRM Contribution General Education
General Education Approved List 2011 - 2013
Basic Requirements
QR
Course Alpha

Number

AG
AG
AGBU
ANSC
AQUA
HORT

100
230
110
175
262
262

START

2012

Area Req.

WC
END

NSCI

HPP

START

END

START

END

2013

2018

2011

2016

2011

2016

2011

2016

2012

2017

2011

2016

2012

2017

2012

2017

2017

Integrative Requirement

START

2012

GCC
END

2017

START

END

2011

2016

2012

2017

2012

2017

List of Courses - See Appendix 4

FacultyPublications, 2003-2015
Faculty
Member

Program

Years of
Service*

Papers

Arancon

Peer-Reviewed
Books

Chapters

Publications
per year

Invited
Abstracts

Plants

8

12

3

11

3.3

Cleveland

Animal Science

13

4

0

0

0.3

Eiben

General Ag

3

2

0

0

0.7

Garcia-Ortega PACRC

5

4

0

4

1.6

Haws

PACRC

11

10

0

0

0.9

Hopkins

PACRC

3

6

0

0

2.0

Li

General Ag

10

19

0

1

2.0

Lu

Animal Science

13

13

0

2

1.2

15

Mathews

General Ag

8

22

0

2

3.0

35

Sakai

Plants

13

7

0

0

0.5

Shintaku

General Ag

13

4

0

0

0.3

Sung

Engineering

2

2

0

0

1.0

Tanabe

Plants

13

2

0

0

0.2

Tsang

General Ag

13

8

0

0

0.6

10

0
0.0
0
0
13
------------------------* Years of service adjusted for time as administrator - Haws (2 yrs), Hopkins (10 yrs), Mathews (4 yrs)
---------------------------** Papers authored by HCSU staff not -included ***
Most data on Invited Abstracts was not available
Total
115
3
20
60
Tsutsumi

General Ag
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Summary of external resources obtained by CAFNRM faculty & affiliated admistrators
See Append ice 6 for detailed lists
No. of
Proposals

Number
Awarded

General Agriculture
Bruce Mathews

13

12

$989,394

*Jack Fujii

3

3

$451,930

Program & P.I. or COi

Amount

*Jesse Eiben

1

1

$38,500

*Keith Miser

10

10

$169,638

Lorna Tsutsumi

4

5

$402,988

*Michael Collier

1

1

$243,134

Michael Shintaku

17

20

*Norman Stahl

5

5

$46,707

*Randy Senock
*Sabry Shehata

3

$154,500
$56,924

4

3
4

William Steiner

6

17

Marcel Tsang

0

0

*Yiqing Li

0

0

$1,556,955

Includes UH Foundation funds

$0

81

$5,546,228

$5,000

Animal Science
*Julie Luiz

1

1

Erik Cleveland

0

0

$0

*Chris Lu

2

0

$0
$8,365

Arnold Miyasaki
Animal science total

Includes UH Foundation funds

$0
$97,376

67

Includes UH Foundation funds

$1,338,182

Dean's Funds
Agriculture total

Notes

Includes UH Foundation funds

Includes UH Foundation funds

3

1

$13,365

Kevin Hopkins

4
11

19

$12,296,831

Includes construction of PACRC

Maria Haws

45

71

$12,694,538

Includes Sea Grant

Bruce Mathews

1

2

$1,417,160

PACRC
* Amando Garcia-Ortega

1

*Carmen Perez-Frayne

1

1

*Sharon Ziegler-Chong

189

257

$30,000

$4,800
$15,495,458

HCSU, PIPES & REU

---------------251

351

Plant Sciences
* Norman Arancon

7

4

Mike Tanabe

0

William Sakai

12

12

$3,446,783

19

16

$4,104,433

3

0

343

449

Engineering
*ShiwU Sung

CAFNRM total

$41,938,787

$640,273
$17,377

$0

$51,602,813

* Not at CAFNRM for entire period (2003 - 2015)
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Allocated to CTAHR
Includes UH Foundation funds

VI. Future Goals & Resource Requirements
The future goals & resource requirements for the College are unclear because the College
is unsure what new programs will come into its portfolio. That being said, we do have a
Strategic Plan (Appendix 8) that recognizes the need to rejuvenate our hands-on
agriculture programs and meet the legislatively-mandated responsibilities for Natural
Resources Management. Unfortunately, the main emphasis at present is just trying to
maintain our current programs in the face of swept faculty, deteriorating facilities and
equipment and massive cuts in operating budgets. The operating budget for agriculture
decreased from $276K in 1996 to $113K in 2014 and are expected to drop even lower
next year. At the same time, the operating budget for PACRC has been greatly reduced
by changes in the allocation of returned overhead (RTRF) which was supposed to fund
the Center. In its early days, the Center and its faculty received over 70% of the indirect
costs it earned. That percentage has dropped substantially.
A reorganization/consolidation of the College teaching programs is under discussion. It
may look like this:
 B.S. Agriculture, Horticulture & Agronomy track
 B.S. Agriculture, Animal Science track
 B.S. Aquaculture
 Pre-vet will become a specialization open to students through-out the campus
 Programs in Natural resource Management, Energy Science/Engineering and
Aviation Science degrees will depend upon funding from outside the College.
As the public is going to continue to have expectations that CAFNRM has
extension/outreach responsibilities, those efforts should also be strengthen.

At

minimum, most of the following deficiencies (primarily swept positions and budget
reductions made to the CAFNRM over the last decade) must be resolved But that is
unlikely to be provided by UH-Hilo Administration, so creative measures such as
collaboration/merger with CTAHR will be necessary (as has been noted by all of the
external reviewers for over 20 years).
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 Faculty Deficiencies
o Animal health specialist (veterinarian)
o Agricultural biogeochemist (recycling of wastes as nutrient source)
o Resource economist
o Field crop specialist
o PACRC Associate Director (to manage the physical facility)
o All impending retirement should be replaced
 Staff Deficiencies
o Second clerical position in the College
o Farm manager
o Embedded student advisor
 Administration –
o Dean
o PACRC Director
 Operating budget – restore to pre-2005 levels.
 New facilities – Access to farm land with soil for cropping and productive
pastures
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VI. EXTERNAL REVIEW
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY &
NATURAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII HILO CAMPUS
John W. Jensen
January 27-February 2, 2015
Summary and Key Recommendations
This is a report following an external review of the programs of the College of
Agriculture, Forestry & Natural Resource Management (CAFNRM) of the University
of Hawaii at Hilo campus. I have personally been involved in Land Grant University
Administration for about 20 years and have worked with agriculturally related
topics for 45 years. The “big picture” I saw during my review was an island with
tremendous potential but lacking planning, adequate funding base, coordination,
infrastructure and cooperation that, if and when improved, would lead to
opportunities that would be exciting, futuristic, and profitable models for the state
of Hawaii and many parts of the world. However, neglecting to change and improve
the current situation and structure may eventually lead to a partial or total
dismantling of CAFNRM by the current or a future administration that may need to
“prioritize”.
The University of Hawaii at Hilo must be complemented for the hard work and
commitment of faculty, staff and students that has resulted in an organization that
provides a good education with very limited resources. Some resources are
currently in place to make the changes necessary that would “fix” the things that will
eventually provide the University with a College of Agriculture ready to serve the
needs of students, agribusiness and the world’s growing population. On the other
hand, many more changes must occur, mostly through increased resources if
CAFNRM is to become a competitive factor on campus or with other similar units on
the mainland.
To produce necessary change that would bring about agricultural development,
related groups should be brought together to brainstorm what the island CAN be
and lay out a plan with goals, objectives and actions that will lead to positive change.
Some of the groups that need to meet together to develop a structured plan are
CAFNRM faculty and administration, University of Hawaii at Manoa Agricultural
Research and Extension, agricultural commodity representatives, state and federal
government representatives from the Hawaii Department of Agriculture, USDA—
ARSDanielK.InouyeU.S.PacificBasinAgricultural ResearchCenter,andothersto
brainstorm and produce a strategic plan for the sensible and sustainable
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development and support of Hawaii County agriculture that would most likely
provide support and direction to CAFNRM.
The following are priority recommendations to support change in the University of
HawaiiatHilo,CollegeofAgriculture, Forestryand NaturalResourceManagement
that would lead to positive change across the island. The recommendations were
derived from the SWOT analysis that follows the recommendations.
High Priority Recommendations
 Collaborations with the U.S.D.A—ARS Daniel K. Inouye U.S Pacific Basin
Agricultural Research Center (PBARC) should be strengthened through
enhanced communications and the development of an affiliates program in
CAFNRM to bring research and extension scientists from PBARC and other
agencies most closely aligned with the goals of CAFNRM. The Director of the
USDA-ARS laboratory and the Dean of CAFNRM should jointly seek to
develop more communication and collaborations by first bringing the two
groups of scientists together for a day-long “summit” to discuss areas of
concentration, overlap and potential collaborations among the scientists.
Aquaculture was identified by USDA-ARS PBARC Director Wall as a
potentially strong area of collaboration and therefore should be further
investigated.
 All future faculty employment should continue to be 9-month appointments
to increase research and outreach activities within CAFNRM. Serious
discussions should take place as to a possibility of “buying out” faculty
teaching time to make the 9-month appointments with more time assigned to
research and extension responsibilities.







Begin more annual or bi-annual events at the Hilo farm that would be open to
the public to publicize the college’s teaching, research and extension
activities in an effort to garner public support and recruit students. Dr
Tsutsumi’s “Adopt a Beehive Field Day” and the AgClub/Alumni Banquet
events each Fall and Spring are good examples of what should be expanded
upon. Also, evaluate crops production and sales, training opportunities, etc.,
in an effort to develop potential revenue streams to support the Hilo farm
and CAFNRM.
There is an immediate major need for more funding support for each
teaching FTE.
Form an advisory board that meets several times per year to learn about
CAFNRM activities and plans and provides advice and support through its
members who include alumni, producers, consumers, legislators, related
agencies and other value stream representatives.
Development is an important part of a college’s funding. Hawaii is rich with
potential donors, many of whom should be on University of Hawaii at Hilo’s
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development cultivation radar. Giving can only happen with dedicated,
trained individuals who are assigned to raise money through donations that
support scholarships, professorships, building programs, endowments, etc.
Form committees that will develop university farm management and use
policies and help the farm adopt and use up-to-date technologies.
To solve a variety of problems created by many tracks of specialization and a
lack of an agricultural core curriculum, the college has moved to one B.S.
degree in agriculture with specializations in tropical plant science,
horticulture, aquaculture and animal science. However, aquaculture does
not fit very well into an agricultural core so it should be split out to offer its
own B.S. degree with its own core curriculum. The B.S. in agriculture should
be limited to two tracks, “Plant Sciences” and “Animal Sciences”. In the
future, if a subject matter does not fit into the core then it should be spun off
as its own degree program.
A subject that did not come up in interviews and discussions was the
opportunities for faculty and the university to benefit from intellectual
property discovery and development. Patents and copyrights should become
a priority area of work in the college as intellectual property development
may result in economic benefits as well as revenue streams for the college
and faculty inventor(s).
CAFNRM is a comparatively high-cost college. A short term, big, audacious
goal for CAFNRM should be to spend more effort to recruit more students
and have more enrolled students to complete their degree programs. This
can be partially accomplished by employing a student recruiter and/or
assigning student recruiting to faculty and staff.

Second Priority Recommendations
 Each faculty member should be allowed to keep salary savings to be able to
pay themselves summer salary and to support other work and travel.
 Grants and Contracts Administration, Office of Sponsored Programs needs to
lend more support to research faculty and establish clear policies on indirect
cost distribution.


Incubating new businesses is a potential extension activity that should be
evaluated as a revenue stream. For example, during the review an individual
was interviewed who wants CAFNRM to be involved with their aquaculture
operations as permanent staff in the Hawaii Ocean Science and Technology
Park(HOST Park). Therearealsoopportunitiesat theCAFNRM andPACRC
farms.
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Discuss with main campus a system of IACUC deliverables that are not
charged to the University of Hawaii at Hilo campus.
Active student clubs are important for student learning and faculty/student
interactions. Faculty advisors should work hard to support variable levels of
student leadership so that the clubs will play an integral part of the positive
CAFNRM “experience”.
Develop a recharge center for vehicles in order to better manage their costs,
depreciation and replacement.
There is a need for improved equipment at the farm and at PACRC. It is
recommended that a person or persons be assigned to look for needed
equipment through Federal Excess Property. A person in charge at Auburn
University was consulted about this soon after the review and he found that
there were some large pieces of potentially useful equipment available at the
time in Hawaii.
It is highly recommended that the leadership of CAFNRM approach the
Director of the Komohana Research and Extension Center of College of
Tropical Agriculture and Human Resources at University of Hawaii at Manoa,
to meet for quarterly updates and brainstorming about how each of the
organizations can work more collaboratively in an effort to include CAFNRM
in University of Hawaii at Manoa’s Land-Grant mission as indicated by
apparent legislative action in the past. It is hoped that in the future,
collaborations are supported by joint Extension appointments.

SWOT ANALYSIS
STRENGTHS, WEAKNESSES, OPPORTUNITIES AND THREATS
Strengths
 CAFNRM is dedicated to hands-on teaching and applied research that seeks
to make Hawaii agriculture more sustainable.
 New faculty hires are now 9-month appointments that allow faculty to pay
summer salaries using their grants and contracts for research and outreach.
 There is a teaching/research farm just 6 miles from campus dedicated to
CAFNRMthatisawonderfulasset forteaching appliedagricultural sciences.
Major features include beef cattle, hogs, goats, sheep, bees, fish and
aquaponics vegetables, crops, etc. See “threats” for more information. The
farm should also be developed and managed for critically needed revenue
streams and public educational programs.
 It was found through a visit and interviews with individuals inside and
outside the aquaculture program that those involved in the Pacific
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Aquaculture and Coastal Resource Center (PACRC) have placed it in a
leadership position. Considering that the state is surrounded by vast ocean
resources and a spectacular climate, this program should continue to be
strong and in a leadership position. However, it too suffers from budget
problems. It is understood that operational funding from CAFNRM is
approximately $12,000 per year while expenses are about $500,000 per year.
Their solutions to the problems provide approaches and examples to other
CAFNRM areas of study that include donors and revenue streams such as
oyster spat sales. The group is developing an advisory board and provides
student experiences through on-the-job training for 20 students at a time.
The facility at PACRC is clean and kept and a fine example what hands-on
training can be. The CAFNRM farm should emulate the PACRC facility
organization and work. However, I understand that it will require greater
engagement by the plant and animal faculty at the farm, above and beyond
teaching their class laboratories on site.
CAFNRM does good quality work with few resources.

Weaknesses
 There is an established level of recruiting activities in the college. The effort,
however, could reap great benefits (more quality students) if recruiting
efforts were expended on local high schools and mainland community
colleges, especially in the western states.
 Although teaching is a priority of the University of Hawaii Hilo campus, there
is little funding available to support CAFNRM faculty—just $900/FTE/year
for six (6) classes.
 The Office of Grants and Contracts Administration does a poor job supporting
faculty research. As an example, the policy for the distribution of indirect
costs from grants and contracts is unclear.







University of Hawaii at Hilo does not encourage research and outreach. It is
unclear about its Land-Grant mission.
Salary savings for individual faculty are not allowed to accumulate for later
program use. They are “swept”.
There is no reward system for faculty related to their research and
outreach/extension responsibilities.
Collaboration overall withUSDA-ARS,U.S.PacificBasinAgricultural Research
Center (PBARC) is weak at best. Collaboration can only be strengthened after
more personal are hired with shared interests by both institutions.
CAFNRM,accordingtoseveraladministrators,isunderperformingforgrants
and contracts partly due to 11-month appointments and the lack of
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incentives. There is no merit-based pay which often supports the nonperformers.
There is no formal advisory board for CAFNRM.
A development officer assigned to CAFNRM is desperately needed.
Although the only forestry faculty member is highly qualified to teach,
conduct research and carry out extension educational programs the support
first promised for a larger forestry program has not been realized due to a
lack of interest by students and a lack of industry expansion. Therefore,
additional forestry faculty are not a top proiority.
The reviewer met with a small number of students—fewer than 10 arranged
by the student agriculture club. They mostly all agreed that although most
faculty work hard and try to carry out their responsibilities, there are many
problems that they would like to see resolved. Comments made were:
o There is redundancy in the subject matter of different courses.
o The animal nutrition class does not fulfill the needs of aquaculture.
o Transfer credits of high school AP classes not very good.
o Entomology class is about taxonomy only and not about insect
control.
o There is no agronomyclass.
o Classroom availability is aproblem
o There are few elective classes and then they don’t meet minimum
number of students and arecancelled.
o If the College of Agriculture features hands-on learning then we
should have the entire experience including “how to farm”. (Note: a
farm with enough soil is needed for teaching on something more than
small garden plots)
o Many of the classes need more vigor.
o Student attendance is poor.
o Need anonymous on-line evaluations of faculty teaching.
o “Sometimes we do not trust a professor’s knowledge of the subject
matter”.
o Some of the students who stay too long to complete a degree are
“playing financial aid games” because of a “Western undergrad
exchange incentive of ½ of out-of-state tuition”
o Central administration should provide funding to College of
Agriculture to employ their own student advisor rather than use the
current centralized system.
There were several comments related to the academic programs and the
number of specializations in such a small college. It is extremely difficult to
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offer so many specializations and courses with so few faculty teaching “only”
3 courses per semester. It is understood that today there is one degree in
agriculture with specializations in tropical plant science, horticulture,
aquaculture, animal sciences with a pre-vet option under animal sciences.
Problems here include:
o Low number of graduates in some specializations
o Need to cancel too many classes that don’t meet minimum number of
students
o There is not an agricultural core
There are problems maintaining vehicles and charging for their use.

Opportunities
 Hawaii imports 85% of its food and 95% of its fuel needs which should
translate into opportunities for agribusiness and energy.
 Although some of the 11-month faculty members are performing adequately
in their teaching roles, a teaching buy-out and retirements from this faculty
group will eventually strengthen the teaching/research/extension programs.








The U.S.D.A—ARS U.S. Pacific Basin Agricultural Research Center (PBARC) is
a large basic and applied USDA-ARS laboratory on the edge of the University
of Hawaii at Hilo campus. In meeting with the lab’s director, Dr. Marissa
Wall, it was learned that there are 14 hard-funded scientists, 5 post docs and
30-35 hard-funded technician positions at their Hilo facility. Five CAFNRM
faculty receive only part of $125,000 for collaborative work with the lab. It
appears that a closer working relationship could turn into more funded
collaborations. However, this may only occur when there is better
synchrony of expertise and research interests of personnel.
A formal expansion of the CAFNRM faculty role into extension education
would indirectly enhance the opportunities for support of CAFNRM by the
agricultural community for funding and student recruitment.
The CAFNRM teaching and research farm is a large asset that can be used to
not only train students and support research. It can be a wonderful
demonstration facility because it is located so near Hilo and agricultural
areas. It has a definite use to conduct field days and tours to involve the
agricultural as well as the non-agricultural population. Activities open to
new audiences would help garner support and would be an excellent student
recruiting tool.
The Komohana Research and Extension Center in Hilo and located near the
campus was visited. Through a discussion with Director Russell Nagata it
became apparent that this facility and its professionals should be
collaborating more closely. Collaborations could hopefully lead to a system
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that one can envision being one extension and research system in the near
future.

Threats
 Enrollment in CAFNRM is rapidly declining from a high of 209 students in
2013 to 150 students today.
 Although there is significant outreach being conducted by faculty, there are
no formal assignments within Cooperative Extension. Stakeholders do not
understand why the main campus must be contacted for solving problems
and education.
 The CAFNRM farm is a wonderful asset to the teaching program as well as
future research and extension education initiatives. The farm, however, is
short of staff labor and a manager recently retired has not been replaced. In
addition, faculty members are not credited for work they do at the farm so
not all are motivated to work there. Although it is a short distance from
campus, transportation is not always available as is also the case with PACRC.
 IACUC (Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee) comes from HI—
Manoa campus and charges HI--Hilo campus for its frequent services
rendered in Hilo in part because there is no faculty veterinarian on the UH-Hilo campus. Cost of their work at UH--Hilo is becoming another drain on a
limited budget.
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Responses to External Review
In general, the College agrees with Dr. Jensen’s observations and recommendations with
the following xceptions:


“All future faculty employment should continue to be 9-month appointment” Given the difficulty in obtaining external funds for faculty salary, 11 month
appointments are preferred by faculty. Further, this allows faculty to meet some
required matching costs.



“The B.S. in agriculture should be limited to two tracks, “Plant Sciences” and
“Animal Sciences”. “ Acceptable only if Aquaculture has its own B.S.



There is concern whether the System would pass some of the benefits from
patents back to the College.



Attempts to be entrepreneurial but University and State regulations make this
extremely difficult and in most cases, not worth the hassle.



The Administration wants us to do more research and outreach (land grant
functions) but does not provide adequate funding for this.



Concentrating our collaborations with PBARC may not be very productive as
their funds are becoming more limited.



The system-wide IACUC, in general, is becoming an almost insurmountable
problem. We need our own IACUC at UHH.
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VII. Draft Memorandum of Understanding
1. Engage in collaborative process to define and reinvigorate the College Mission
with CAFNRM Faculty and Administration, especially given the new academic
programs that CAFNRM has been directed to take into our College
2. Engage in a process to create and approve a new College name that reflect the
new Mission and programs housed within the College (from Item 1)
3. Create a plan to meet the new college mission with the new academic programs
that CAFNRM is embracing
a. The new college mission and name must still include agricultural sciences
as defined in ACT 191 (1974) with the current need to have natural and
agricultural ecosystem knowledge entwined in agricultural uses and
technology
b. NOT accept any new programs until after the next program review period
(Current CAFNRM Programs, Aero and Engineering… NO MORE until
we have a new mission and name)
4. Agriculture Core Faculty and Staff must be restored for CAFNRM to continue to
carry out its mission
a. Ag economics, veterinarian, farm and aquaculture staff and equipment
5. CAFNRM will create a plan to handle retiring faculty with replacement faculty
capable of carrying out the new mission that will be defined (items 1-3)
6. CAFNRM will focus on two core programs and support instruction to carry out
academic excellence with a BS in Agriculture and a BS of Aquaculture
7. Creation of additional programs such as BS Energy Science and BS Aeronautical
Science will occur only if adequate funding is guaranteed for at least 5 to 7 years.
8. Admin will support the recruitment of a permanent full time Dean of the College
and also a Director of PACRC
9. CAFNRM understands the budget constraints of running an agriculture teaching
college, so we would like the ability to bring in research and applied funding
sources to free up faculty time to allow our faculty to remain and expand
competitiveness in our fields of applied sciences.
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a. Allow flexible appointment from different funding mechanisms with the
college to reflect the reality of the fields of our specialties
10. We would like administration to support the unique knowledge and products our
college creates through appropriate rewards of unique merits in extension and
outreach efforts to our community and to industry and business
a. P&T guidelines should reflect our modern role in research and extension
to foster our appropriate and expanding role in faculty research and
extension
11. The UHH teaching farm must be supported and CAFNRM will create a detailed
budget and accounting report for its appropriate level of funding given its purpose
and use in teaching, research, and product creation and development
12. UHH should have its own internally funded IACUC cert/compliance program
13. The fair and equitable allocation of teaching contact hours our faculty have must
be taken into account with our roles in teaching, service, and research given the
mission statement developed by the next program review period
a. TCBES MS student advising, research grants, and TCBES course offering
must be allocated equitably with fair allocation of research resources
afforded to all TCBES partner faculty in a manner competitive with like
graduate student programs in the state
14. We need improved service from the “service” departments to keep our
infrastructure intact and safe, particularly from facilities planning and security.
Note: Kudos to Auxiliary which has been very helpful.
15. Obstacles that are keeping us from being entrepreneurial need to be removed.
despite them repeatedly telling us to be “sustainable”.
16. Student services needs to improve recruiting.
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